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The relationship between science, university and society has been a topic of research in the broad areas of science, technology and innovation studies as well as higher education research for a long time; at least since the seminal dissertation of Robert K. Merton was published in Osiris in 1938 (Merton, 1938). In this groundbreaking work, Merton set out to understand, first, the social and cultural dynamics of science in the late 17th century England and, second, to understand the shifts in patterns of interest in various fields of science and technology. Although Merton’s discussion about the dynamics of scientific activity during this period of time was cautious and he tried to dissociate himself from “any enterprise that sought to account for the scientific method or knowledge by reference to social or economic considerations”, his work can be regarded as an intellectual kindling for later debates about “internal” and “external” factors affecting the development of science in society (Shapin, 1988: 594).

From today’s perspective, Merton’s study and the research on the dynamics of science and university in society that has evolved ever since, also marks the starting point of this special issue, an endeavour which has evolved during a series of sessions organised by Research Committees 04 (Sociology of Education) and 23 (Sociology of Science and Technology) of the International Sociological Association (ISA).

As is evident, the broad topic of this special issue is both theoretically extensive and empirically heterogeneous. The evolution of the field not only covers a long time frame, starting at the inception of science studies and ending at present times, but also includes a whole variety of theories developed at different levels of abstraction. These are: 1) research theories that are related to specific domains of empirical research, 2) diagnoses of our times, or ‘performative histories’ (Godin, 1998), that are messages sent out from scholarly conversation to a wider learned public and 3) general theory of sociology that addresses social theory, the constitution of the social and theory of society (e.g. Joas and Knöbl, 2009; Hammershøj, 2015).

A majority of the literature in science, university and society relations obviously represent research theories, i.e. theories that empirically analyse some specific phenomenon in a concrete social context. These types of theories have been developed, for instance in relation to the ways in which citizen groups understand and become engaged in
science (see Irwin, 2015), the use of scientific results, concepts or technologies in society (e.g. Parthasarathy, 2012), or the ways in which scientists manage boundaries between science and other knowledge forms (e.g. Leith et al., 2016). There is also much literature in science-society interaction which belongs to the diagnoses of the era type of thinking. These theories typically seek to answer questions about what the nature of our epoch is, they are often normative in nature and they endeavour to yield new topical insight. Examples of such theories include the evolving literature about the triple helix of university-industry-government relations (Etzkowitz, 2008) and Mode 2 of knowledge production (Nowotny et al., 2001).

Instead of providing an exhaustive account of intellectual development and heterogeneous debates associated with all of such literature, we will set the stage for the current special issue by way of discussing the relationship between science, university and society with the help of those theories that have been taken up by the articles included in this volume. Once we have briefly considered these theories in their original form, and after we have summarised the articles included in this special issue, we will search for the possibilities for increasing connectivity between different studies at the level of general sociological theory. For this purpose, we will draw ideas from an approach which we regard as a fruitful source of insight to understand the topic in question, namely Luhmann's systems theory (Luhmann, 1995), his theory of society (Luhmann, 2012, 2013) and his application of these general theories in the sociological analysis of the societal system of science (Luhmann, 1990).

Let us begin, however, with some of the most widely used theories of science-society interaction as referred to by the authors of this volume. Although these theories, namely the triple helix of university-industry-government relations (Etzkowitz, 2008), Mode 2 knowledge production (Nowotny et al., 2001) and academic capitalism (Rhoades and Slaughter, 2004), have been around for two decades now, they still figure as major models of science's transformation and are regularly used in the current research as reference points to the topic (see, e.g. Bychova, 2016; Fochler, 2016; Boggio et al., 2016; Hoffman, 2015; McLevey, 2015; Hicks and Wang, 2013; Parker and Crona, 2012; Randalls, 2010; Lam, 2010).

Theories about science, university and society
In parallel with the growing emphasis put on the post-war science, technology and innovation policies, research in science studies has asserted that a significant alteration has taken place in science and university organisation. Roughly speaking, two major positions can be discerned.

First, some authors state that a radical transformation of science and the university organisation has taken place. By using the metaphor of “the triple helix of university-industry-government relations” Etzkowitz (2008; also Gibbons, 2000) has claimed that the closer interaction between universities, industries and governments has given rise to a new kind of research which no longer primarily seeks to advance scientific knowledge but rather focuses on the development of commercially viable products. The triple helix is thus a metaphor that seeks to represent intensifying interaction and, indeed, a complex overlap between the institutional spheres of the university, industry and government. As a result, the boundaries between these spheres have become blurred so that “the extension of knowledge” becomes integrated into a compatible relationship with the “capitalization of knowledge” (Etzkowitz, 1998: 824–829). The increasing co-operation between the three spheres with particular interests in knowledge production also implies the emergence of the entrepreneurial university, a hybrid organisation which incorporates economic development alongside scientific research and higher education, for instance, through technology transfer offices, spin-off firms and science parks (Etzkowitz, 2008).

Another example of such a radical theoretical stance is the Mode 2 knowledge production thesis (Nowotny et al., 2001; Gibbons et al., 1994), which claims that science increasingly has become fused with other societal forms of practice. It states that research problems are no longer set and solved within the academic community but, instead, in relation to co-operations with their societal
contexts. Compared with the previous Mode 1 science, which subscribes to knowledge produced within autonomous disciplinary communities, Mode 2 science operates within more permeable organisational boundaries, and is managed for the achievement of particular useful purposes, such as a technological application or commercial innovation (Gibbons et al., 1994: 3–6). Various locales and practitioners are thus involved in Mode 2 knowledge production, spanning from scientists of different disciplines to industrial researchers and other societal stakeholders (Gibbons et al., 1994: 32–33). According to the Mode 2 thesis, the emergence of a societally more integrative mode of knowledge production also parallels the transformation of the university: the organisational structure of the university has thus become “stretched” so as to respond to the needs of the economy as well as other societal institutions, such as that of mass education (Gibbons et al., 1994: 70–89; Nowotny et al., 2001: 79–94).

Whereas the above-mentioned models speak about a very profound transformation of science and the university, there are also moderate views on the change. According to these perspectives, the political use of market and market-like mechanisms has increased in the fields of science, university and higher education. In their study of public universities operating in English-speaking countries, Slaughter, Leslie and Rhoades (Slaughter and Leslie, 1997; Rhoades and Slaughter, 2004), for instance, found that during the past two decades universities have become increasingly oriented towards “the profit motive” and “market-like” behaviour due to the neoliberal policies aimed at securing nations’ competitiveness in the global economy. The resulting ‘academic capitalism’ refers to efforts by universities and individual scientists to secure research grants and other forms of external funding on the basis of which they can work in a situation where the basic funding of universities has diminished (Slaughter and Leslie, 1997: 8–9; Rhoades and Slaughter, 2004). This development has created a lot of tension, including the encouragement of professors to become commercially active simultaneously with their teaching duties being increased (Slaughter and Leslie, 1997: 8–9; Rhoades and Slaughter, 2004; cf. Münch 2015). Despite these difficulties that have been extensively addressed (e.g. Münch, 2015; Wadmann 2014; Brown, 2010; Tuunainen and Knuuttila 2009; Tuunainen, 2005; Krimsky, 2003), Slaughter and Leslie maintain that academic, commercial and bureaucratic cultures are integrating and that the distance between universities, industries and governments is decreasing. Instead of being organisations oriented towards producing scientific knowledge under strong institutional autonomy, universities in this perspective are becoming engaged in what other scholars have called entrepreneurial, commercialised, privatised and post-academic science (e.g. Etzkowitz, 1998; Thackray, 1998; Radder, 2010; Mirowski, 2011; Ziman, 2000).

Contributions in this volume

While the above-mentioned theories discuss the transformation of science and the university in rather general diagnostic terms, our task in this special issue is to open up the subject to qualitative empirical research and explore, on that basis, the possible theoretical directions with the help of which an advanced understanding of the relations between science, university and society could be achieved. The first article by Norma Möllers draws from an ethnographical study of a government-funded, transdisciplinary research group which was engaged in the development of a “smart” video surveillance system for screening “dangerous” behaviour in public places. Anchoring her study in the discussion about the neoliberal technoscience (Lave et al., 2010), theories of transformation in science and the university (e.g. Gibbons et al., 1994; Etzkowitz, 2008) and symbolic interactionist perspective on scientific practice (e.g. Clarke and Star 2008), she directs attention to the ways in which scientists manage the conflicting demands present in “hybrid spaces” composed of academic and industrial actors and their divergent interests. More specifically, she uses the concepts of “forward tailoring” and “reverse tailoring” to understand how scientists translate either practical problems of research funders into research problems that are sensible in “scientific worlds” or, vice versa, scientific problems into ones that are close enough to those issues that
funders want to have solved. Thus, the contested or negotiated conditioning of the forms of scientific problems becomes the centre of her empirical concern. The rich analysis of this kind of ‘boundary work’ (Gieryn, 1999) presented by the article increases our understanding of the various kinds of articulations and translations scientific practice rests upon at the grass-root levels of universities, simultaneously as it further elaborates the ways in which stability at the interface between science, government and the wider public can be achieved.

The second article by Pia Vuolanto also addresses the topic of boundary work between science and society, now in the context of a newly institutionalised field of nursing science. Making use of symbolic interactionist ‘arena analysis’ (Clarke and Star, 2008), she investigates the process whereby the representatives of different social worlds, such as those of medical specialists, sceptics, nurses and patients, pulled nursing science in different directions at an early stage of its academisation (Neave, 1979). Instead of being a clear example of neither Mode 1 or Mode 2 science nor an instance of transformation between these, nursing science in Vuolanto’s account is a discipline which straddles two ideal-typical activities, which are the production of knowledge for the academic community and production of knowledge for societal stakeholders (cf. Albert and McGuire, 2014). Another way to understand and discuss the tension-laden relationship between nursing science and society, according to her, would be to see it serve distinct academic, corporate, professional, policy and public markets (Ylijoki et al., 2011), all of which require different kinds of contributions on the part of practising scientists. In addition to being interesting in shedding empirical light on the complex relationships between professionally oriented disciplines and different extra-scientific interests, Vuolanto’s study also underlines the need to further theorize the ways in which different interests are being combined with or translated to one another for the purpose of providing a stable context for a new discipline to institutionalise. The article thus advances a small but evidently growing literature which combines research on boundary work with that of discipline formation (Kurath, 2015; Beddoes, 2014).

The third article by Manuela Fernández Pinto describes strategies used in the social construction of ignorance, especially when pursuing clearly commercially driven research. Her concern arises from the mutual changes in corporate research and university organisation. The former has turned the strategic view from the “in-house research labs” to the outsourcing of research and development (R&D), while universities have increasingly adopted new forms of liaison with external funding sources. The Cold War era’s R&D regimes supported strategic deals within the military-industrial-academic complex (MIAC) in the political environment of universities that motivated the creation of costly research units inside MIAC relevant industrial corporations. Such arrangements have been partly restructured by the current research, development and innovation (R&D&I) regime, which stresses commercial research through wider societal engagements so as to produce innovations for differentiated markets, and thus find new potential for economic growth (see Kantasalmi, 2015). Such a switch of emphasis in the science policy regime and the related permeability of the university organisation present new issues for the organisation of scientific research. This happens, for instance, when organised secrecy of the Cold War classified knowledge becomes amended in grey zones of commercialised science in terms of ‘limited secrecy’ (Etzkowitz, 2011). To better understand the complicated changes in the organisational couplings of science and the university, we would need advanced conceptual guidance to regulate the consistency between the diagnoses of the times that speak about transformations in knowledge production and the university organisation, and the variety of empirically-based research theories that enrich them.

In search of a more general theoretical view on science-university-society interaction

As illustrated by the articles published in this special issue, transformations in the inner organisation of the 21st century university system are
becoming all the more obvious. Both STS and higher education research point to the processes that bring some sorts of “hybrids” to substitute for preceding pure forms, that is, differentiated formats of communication or logics of practices. These hybrids have a twofold meaning that relates to the sociological studies of scientific practices and the literature that speaks about the transformation of the university organisation.

First, hybrids address the fact that research groups are often simultaneously engaged in the production of societally useful end-products and the creation of related scientific knowledge. In this view, science is seen as a deeply societal endeavour where practical utility operates as the paramount justification for scientific research. As empirical research shows, combining theoretical understanding and societal use is not an extraordinary feature of scientific practice but, rather, a quite common attribute of much of the current science (e.g. Hessels, 2010; Miettinen et al. 2015; Powell et al., 2005; Tuunainen, 2001).

Second, the term hybrid refers to a corpus of research according to which the entire university organisation has been in a state of fundamental transformation. These studies, proliferating in the fields of higher education research and research policy, argue that financial considerations related to global economic competition have permeated academia. Science and technology policies have begun to emphasise potentially lucrative areas of research, while simultaneously universities have encountered hard times due to considerable cuts in governmental allowances. In consequence, universities’ dependence on external funding has increased in tandem with the privatisation of research results. In the wake of these developments, universities are in a state of profound change (e.g. Etzkowitz, 2008; Owen-Smith, 2003, 2006; Marginson and Considine, 2000).

In order to advance our understanding of the nature of this conflation and the related forms of social order coming up at the interface of science, university and society, we want to point to the need for varying perspectives in the theoretical regulation of empirical observation at the level of general sociological theory, that is, theory of society and social theory concerned with the most general presumptions of the social sciences. In this regard, the recent developments in systems theory (Luhmann, 1995) and its application to societal theory (Luhmann, 2012; 2013) offer potentially useful concepts and ideas. The increasing precision in the empirical analysis of the changing forms of knowledge production in universities and the multiplicity of the diagnosis-of-the-times type of theorising both underline the need for amplifying conceptual coherence at the level of sociological theory. Because all of the articles included in this special issue point to some sort of hybridity and the related demarcation problems between university and society, we believe that attention directed in different ways in which societal systems (e.g. science, education and economy) are coupled via organisations (e.g. universities) might prove to be a fruitful avenue to increase the connectivity between the individual empirically-based research theories.

In Luhmann’s view, modern society evolves primarily according to the principal of functional differentiation. His theory offers an explanation for the emergence of autonomous communication within society. Such systems continue self-reproducing their unique communication formats as operationally closed to their respective environments, while observing problems pertinent to their particular functions to the society. Society is conceived as a particular social system, which contains all possible communications and nothing more; consequently, that is a world society with nation-states as its subunits (see Pfeffer and Stichweh, 2015). This offers a possibility for distancing analysis from methodological nationalism, which has often framed studies on higher education and innovation policy. Furthermore, societal functions of systems, or their codes of communication, do not conflate. Differentiated systems (e.g. science, education, economy and politics) do not communicate directly with each other, but they can communicate about observing each other.

All articles of this special issue refer to the need of sharpening theoretically meaningful distinctions that could enhance describing the nature of increasingly complex boundary controversies, that is, the hybridity in organising relations of universities in societal environments. Luhmann’s conceptuality offers various tools for grasping
the interdependency of societal systems as they become organised in the university and system of higher education. The concept of ‘structural coupling’, which replaces the input-output distinction of older system theory, appears to be particularly fertile for describing a system’s selective openness to its self-constructed environment. The empirical analysis of such couplings might be one promising way of describing internal changes in the university in regard to its traditional ways of organising the interdependence between the function systems of education (teaching for the purpose of effectuating psychic systems of persons), science (controlling the uncertainty by means of defining researchable problems) and administration or research management which draws upon a system of politics (producing binding decisions). Thus, instead of conflating their codes, these functional systems can resonate with each other, meaning that a given system’s societal environment (i.e. another system) irritates or stimulates its internal state thus sensitising it to changes pertinent to its own structural state (Luhmann, 1986, 40). The more extensive the system’s internal structure, the more likely it is that it resonates with its environment. For example, the more there exists variety in the disciplinary structure of science, the more likely it is that science is stimulated by its environment, such as education, economy or politics. In Luhmann’s perspective, these sorts of influences are conceptualised as structural couplings between autonomous social systems and their self-constructed environments. The analysis suggests one to observe how the social system of science transcodes external issues and influences into topics of its own, or, vice versa, how scientific results become translated into forms that are useful, say, in the economy by way of patenting and licensing.

It is precisely these sorts of relations and translations between science, economy and other social systems that are in focus in the articles included in this special issue. For instance, notions of forward and reverse tailoring by Möllers point to the processes where scientists voluntary orientate their research to meet external expectations set by the research funding agencies. Although the concepts of tailoring introduced by her are useful in understanding the processes that are taking place here, further theorisation with the help of ideas provided by Luhmann would provide additional benefits, simultaneously as the intellectual value provided by the original conceptualisation would not be diminished. In Luhmann’s conceptuality, forward and backward tailoring could be regarded as a process reflexivity where special semantics are produced within the system of science so as to constructively sensitise the operations of science to external policy conditions mediated by governmental research funding. The question here is not about a sheer terminological shift from one analytic language, that of Möllers, to another, i.e. Luhmann. Rather, the advantage of trying to work towards a more abstract conceptuality is to open up an avenue for thinking and communicating across individual case studies and research theories they have developed. With the help of the conceptuality developed at the level of general sociological theory, such as that of Luhmann, intellectual integration of otherwise relatively heterogeneous field of research might be achieved.

Thus, the back and forth tailoring introduced by Möllers and considerations of boundary work described by Vuolanto could together be interpreted as specific reflection performances that produce relevant schemes for organisational (whether a research group or discipline in the university) decisions. In situations like these, the inside/outside distinction of science is maintained as the organisation aims to reduce the contingency in its environment, whether in gaining academic recognition for a new specialisation or adjusting research problems to meet the requirements of external funding. In such internal orientations, specific decision schemes are deployed, and these are conditioned by organisation-specific arrangements that have been previously decided upon more established structural couplings with the societal environment, say stable partner structures or other contractual forms. The latter, however, are not brought about arbitrarily but, instead, along the premises that different function systems develop to meet historically changing boundary conditions.

The notion of technoscience, as mentioned by Möllers, can very well be a semantic level indica-
tion of a mutual learning process between the two societal forms of knowledge production, science and economics. Under such structural conditions, scientific knowledge production becomes more responsive to research, development and innovation-oriented (R&D&I) policy programmes. In addition to the possible internal correctives implied in the mutual long-term learning between the systems of science and economics, the policy programme formulation of R&D&I could be viewed as a kind of specific contingency formula developed within politics so as to modify the premises of internal steering within universities to better adapt the organisation to the external political and economic environments (see Kantasalmi, 2015).

Based on Proctor’s (2008) views on ignorance, Fernández Pinto discusses the genre of studies with a constructivist view on ignorance, called agnotology, and then synthesises the main practices of constructing ignorance in research driven by the tobacco industry. She demonstrates the fertility of such taxonomy in understanding the strategies of ignorance production in current controversies over climate change, pharmaceuticals and financial crisis (see also Kleinman and Suryanarayanan, 2013). This is an important viewpoint as long as the R&D&I policy regime seeks to increase the variety of knowledge production, either via the detailed allocation of public research funds or by austerity measures reducing university science’s relative portion in the R&D&I expenses. Both of these mechanisms offer space for recruiting university trained doctoral students and PhDs into development and innovation driven research programmes in private companies. Along such development the variety of doctoral training programmes increases within organisations of higher education (Kantasalmi, 2015; Kehm and Teichler, 2016) and, in consequence, the selective openness of science and tertiary schooling to their respective societal environment alters, e.g. in regard to researchers’ labour markets. Such an increase in the organisational proximity between the university and industry points to the core of the global system of scientific communication, which is basically processing meaning as guided by concerns over true and untrue statements. Thus, the possible biasing effects produced, for instance, by the research funding sources are supposed to be neutralised in the course of global science communication, and by means of its institutionalised ways of organising the production of new knowledge.

The classified knowledge of industrially-oriented science with its noxious societal consequences has already awoken worrying dystopias (e.g. Krimsky, 2003). More recently, the urge for speedy dissemination of novel information via the technologically empowered mass media is effectively intervening the loci of different knowledge forms. Such situational complexity is underlined by all of the authors of this special issue, as well as much of the STS literature discussed in this introductory article. Drawing on Bourdieusian presumptions of the primacy of power, Münch (2015), for instance, views harmful effects in hybrids, like the ones discussed by Möllers, Vuolanto and Pinto. In reference to systems theoretical concept of structural coupling – also a hybrid for him – he envisions the economisation of science, based on political steering, to result in conflation of institutional logics of science and economy as a consequence of which science would lose its autonomy, and claims that systems theory has limits to enfold such hybrid forms in politically meaningful ways (for contrary claims, see e.g. Karafillidis, 2015). This should not be taken as an unavoidable outcome, however, as each of the functionally differentiated systems, such as science, can generate several programmes according to which it operates. Organisations, like universities, are carriers of such programmes and allow different forms of couplings to be made, say, between innovations expectations of the economy and university research and teaching programmes. Such situational complexity frames the daily interaction between individual minds, however, and it is currently further confused due to the deliberate production of ignorance, i.e. agnotology, which can be motivated not only by lucrative commercial aspirations, but even on the basis of our differing moral valuations (see Proctor, 2008: 9).

Conclusion

The articles published in this special issue all point to the relationships between science, university
and society as well as the related transformations in the organisation of the university. The co-evolution of education and science has brought about adaptations in the university ever since the socially more inclusive systems of higher education started to emerge in the 19th century. The post-Second World War expansion of the system of higher education, both in terms of enrolments and in the number of organisations of tertiary schooling (Meyer et al., 2007), suggests asking whether the institutionalised coupling of education and science has loosened. In other words, universities, as part of a complex system of higher education, are starting to emphasise the social form of school, simultaneously as science is starting to emphasise its new social forms of collective, industrially oriented knowledge production. The consistency of the scientific labour force is still largely regulated by what Kant viewed as the core of the university, i.e. the factory-like (fabrikenmässig) production of doctors, but along with the expansion of doctorates, the inner logic of schooling has removed the significant level of scientific education from post-graduate schools into the post-doctoral training programmes, which may very well have their organisational loci outside of the university system. Thus, the legitimacy of the R&D&I contingency formula offers a space for the emergence of entirely new organisational arrangements as for the continuation of publicly funded industrial doctorates (see Kantasalmi, 2015).

All of the authors in this volume capture the relevant trends with respect to the academy’s current dynamics, and they do so both interestingly and with a high level of quality. Because of their focus on the empirical phenomena in specific contexts, there is, however, an opportunity for increasing theoretical connectivity between the studies at a more abstract level, an effort which would in our view also serve future empirical research on the current transformations. A discussion of the analyses provided by the authors at a more general theoretical level might thus allow for beneficial insights into the complex relationships that the university organisation has encountered in its current societal environment. The lead metaphors, such as Mode 2 knowledge production or the triple helix of university-industry-government relations, only point to the relevant and topical phenomena, simultaneously as the real challenge is how to adequately focus and conceptualise the descriptions so as to provide fruitful linkages between different interpretations. The papers published in this volume do a valuable job in continuing this line of thought. A characteristic of high-quality empirical research is in our view that it opens up more interpretative avenues than it closes. The three papers published here are of this sort and, therefore, they spurred our thinking towards an interpretative experiment, which could further advance our understanding of the phenomena taking place at the borders of science, university and society. This sort of theoretical work, which would make use of the general theoretical understanding of learning and knowing is, however, a collective mission designed for the interdisciplinary community of researchers. In achieving this goal, the recent developments in systems theory might provide a sufficiently general conceptual ground for enhancing connections between different research theories that regulate empirical studies.
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NOTES

1 For the preference of the Luhmannian notion of ‘structural coupling’ even in the Bourdieusian frame, see Arnoldi (2007: fn. 51). For an empirically productive reading of the ‘structural couplings’ in Luhmann’s theory, see Knudsen (2007).

2 By this, Kant in “Der Streit der Fakultäten” refers to an organisation principle resembling the division of labor where universities create doctors for the learnedness and scholarship in society. Today, we would first think the massive scale in tertiary schooling of doctors, and surprising variations in contents of doctoral programmes, such as the “industrial doctorates” in the European Higher Education Area.